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Abstract—In this paper, we describe a method for relating the
precision in phase shift measurements to the navigation areas in
which that precision is reached so that a coverage map is built,
setting a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold level that depends
on that phase precision. The method brings a novel approach to
linking different areas in robotics and is applied to a mobile-robot
(MR) local positioning system (LPS) in an intelligent space, where
distances are computed from differential phase shift measure-
ments with intensity modulation and direct detection (IMDD)
infrared signals. A global model including the parameters of all
the parts involved, e.g., optoelectronics, wireless channel, and
instrumentation hardware, is developed. Furthermore, based on
the model, an analytical expression deduced for the phase shift
measurement is used to find the necessary SNR for a desired
precision. A complete set of results, applying the coverage cells to
a real building covering a path followed by an MR, is shown. The
position of the MR can be known, with an accuracy value below
5 cm and tested in a basic rectangular locating cell with dimensions
3.0 m × 2.5 m.

Index Terms—Coverage mapping, infrared (IR), intelligent
spaces, local positioning system (LPS), mobile robotics,
positioning.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Framework. Positioning in Intelligent Spaces

An intelligent space (IS) is an environment capable of con-
trolling the processes, managing the tasks, and taking deci-
sions concerning the elements, including humans, that integrate
the said space. It must be provided with a powerful (multi)-
sensorial system, reference points (RP), landmarks, emitters,
and different types of receiver, which can, in turn, also act
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as beacons, and so on; it must also include the channel in-
frastructure for signal transport and one or more nodes where
computing tasks take place. The importance of this kind of
system has increased in recent years in applications where
the building itself is responsible for both industrial and civil
applications. Some authors have concentrated their effort in
recent years to formalizing the definitions concerning these
spaces and created the basis for the structure and architecture
of such intelligent environments [1], [2]. In the specific area
of mobile-robot (MR) navigation in an IS, the intelligence of
the system lies within the environment, rather than in the MR,
which remains relatively simple. This design philosophy is
also present in [3], where advanced ideas along this line are
developed; a distributed intelligent network where robots and
sensors collaborate for indoor 3-D localization and navigation
purposes is shown in this paper. Similar aims were achieved
for outdoor robot navigation in [4]. Of the numerous tasks that
the system intelligence must deal with, knowing the position
of the MR is essential. In [5], rigorous definitions are given
for formalizing the topological aspects related to a localization
space. In intelligent indoor environments, a local positioning
system (LPS) can be implemented in different ways. Wireless
location, making use of wireless local area networks already
installed in the buildings, has led to indoor radiolocation [6].
For outdoor environments, global positioning system (GPS)
is still the only means of positioning with radio signals. For
indoor environments, however, cameras are the most widely
used devices and can, for instance, receive the image of a
landmark placed on the MR or an infrared (IR) signal emitted
by it [7]. Geometrical parameters, such as distances or angles,
are then extracted from the image captured by the camera [8],
and the position of the MR is obtained by image-processing
algorithms, achieving average precisions of about 5–10 cm.
A brief explanation distinguishing RF, IR, and ultrasound-
based positioning systems is also given in [7], and although
ultrasounds are seldom used for positioning, they are used for
other applications in robotics, such as obstacle detection or en-
vironment modeling. Finally, whichever technology is chosen
for locating an MR, there is a need to measure, or calculate,
geometrical parameters, i.e., angles or distances. Location with
IR in a space conceived as stated, but using optoelectronic
devices instead of cameras, is not, in practice, widely used.
However, under certain working restrictions, an LPS developed
like a GPS for indoor applications, making use of IR instead
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of RF signals, would be very convenient. This may be the
case when opacity between two neighbor rooms is needed or
when other RF devices could interfere. A comparative analysis
between the use of RF or IR can be seen in [9]. The existing
devices for IR distance measurement are the range finders, or
telemeters, which for middle-range distances, of up to about
50 m, have been classically working by phase shift mea-
surements [10], and the latest approaches offer measurement
precisions below 1 cm [11]. During the last few years, new
techniques for IR range finders based on very accurate time-
of-flight measurements have been developed by Kilpela [11]
and Kostamovaara et al. [12]–[15]. A telemeter works very
satisfactorily when measuring distances from point to point in a
straight line, having a front-end optical arrangement to collect a
lot of energy and send it to the photodetector placed in the focal
plane. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the photodetector is
then large enough to reach those precisions, but the system’s
field of view (FOV) is not wide enough to be suitable for
MR positioning. On the contrary, improving the FOV yields
less energy collection and worsening SNR, which implies less
measurement accuracy, so that achieving an accuracy of 1 cm
with an acceptable FOV becomes very difficult indeed. How-
ever, for an IR-LPS, a system with a wider angle is needed
so a telemeter cannot be used in its original form, unless it
is mounted on a spinning mechanical device, or a specific
system for emitting at different angles, as in [16], although
in this case, high accuracy is difficult to achieve; in robotics,
for active laser-ranging issues, scanning laser-range finders are
used [17]. IRs are currently used for wireless communication in
environments with the kind of infrastructure needed for an IS;
the studies and approaches developed by Kahn et al. in this area
since the mid-90s are remarkable [9], [18]. Finally, the position
of the MR that is navigating inside the IS must be obtained
by solving a classical set of triangulation equations [19]–[21],
by using the so-called spherical trilateration, as was the case
with the GPS at first, or it leads to hyperbolic trilateration,
when the differences of the magnitudes (phase shift, time of
flight, etc.) are measured instead [22]. However, there is still
one essential issue remaining: knowing the areas where the
position is obtained with a certain required precision. This
matter of coverage areas is a crucial issue in mobile telephony,
where coverage is a question of enough signal level. In MR
navigation applications, it is treated specifically in each case
and is often solved by geometrical methods, as in [23] for an
indoor RF application. Finally, it must be stressed that in an
IR-LPS, there is a severe tradeoff between FOV and SNR at
the detectors, and between the directionality of the emitter and
SNR at the detectors as well, which implies a severe tradeoff
between precision (depending on the SNR) and coverage. The
advantages compared to counterpart systems based on cameras
or radio are mainly the cost, much less computational charge
compared to the former, and the lack of interference between
different rooms with respect to the latter. Most of the work
done in this area treats low-level instrumentation and high-level
localization and navigation aspects separately. In [24], an in-
depth analysis of the sensors of the system allows us to link
hardware considerations to localization and map building for
greater accuracy.

The aim of this work, which brings a novel approach to the
field of robotics, is to propose a method for connecting the
precision in the phase shift measured by the hardware (i.e.,
the precision in the final MR position) to purely navigational
and positioning aspects, in this case the building of a coverage
map, where the MR is to be positioned with a known precision.
A precision in the phase shift corresponding to 1 cm at the
operating frequency is sought. This method is applied in an
LPS previously proposed by the authors and is referred to in
[25], which is developed within the philosophy design context
already mentioned [1], [2]. Although the objective is to propose
the aforementioned method, some remarks about the instrumen-
tation system have also been included for better comprehension.

For this purpose, a model including all the segments, stages,
and elements of the whole system has been developed, taking
into account the parameters of emitter, detector, the aerial
wireless channel, and the instrumentation hardware, as well as
an accurate study of the noise in the system. Based on this
model, a mathematical expression of the measured phase shift
has been deduced, which allows precision in the phase shift
to be connected to a SNR threshold level SNR at any of the
locating RPs, which are, in turn, the receivers. This connection
is the key concept of the method, as will be explained. The
SNR threshold value defines whether an area is under valid
coverage or not. Using this criterion, the coverage map in the
MR movement space can be traced. The movement velocity
of the MR have also been taken into account. As in the case
of [21], this method will be an extremely important tool as
a software aid to LPS design and the evaluation of possible
improvements in the system before carrying them out.

A comment about terminology in this paper must be made
before going any further. The phase shift differences that this
work refers to correspond to the differences in the time of
arrival; in this paper, the term differential phase shift of arrival
(DPOA) will be used for similarity and simplicity.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE WHOLE SYSTEM

A. IR-LPS

In this paper, the LPS is based on IR differential phase shift
measurements, working with intensity modulation and direct
detection (IMDD). The LPS operates with only one wavelength
so that no ambiguities in the number of wavelengths exist. The
conceived LPS is depicted in Fig. 1, where the transmitter, an
IR led (IRED) on board the MR, is the point whose position is
to be measured. A basic locating cell (BLC) composed of five
receivers, namely, RP1, . . . , RP5, which are placed in the MR
environment, is shown. Each receiver is a sensor that includes
the detecting device and an electronic circuit for optical-to-
electrical signal conversion. The hardware module (hw) also
deployed in a lower level block diagram in the same picture
is placed at the central intelligent node (CIN) and will be
explained in the next part of this section. Both the sensors
and the hw block have been specifically designed for this
application. Thus, the whole hw design consists of the signal
reception stage placed at each one of the receivers and a two-
stage in-phase and quadrature (I–Q) demodulator based on a
classical vectorial lock-in structure, which is implemented for
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Fig. 1. Conception of the IR-LPS. Sr corresponds to the signal of the main reference point chosen. The DPOAs are obtained between the rest of RPs in the cell
and this main reference.

every pair of receivers, as detailed in the following point. In
this LPS scenario, the MR to be located carries on board the
emitting beacon (i.e., the IR transmitter), and every receiver acts
as a locating RP. Signals delivered by the RPs are multiplexed
so that any of them can be dynamically chosen as the main RP;
this operation is carried out by the digital selection signals best-
signal selection shown in the figure. The position is obtained on
the computer, in the CIN, from the differential phases between
the signals at every RP in the BLC and the main RP.

For 3-D location, if the height of the MR is known and
constant, a minimum of four RPs would be needed when
working with single differences of distances to those RPs [22].
It is common practice to provide the system with a higher
number of RPs so that better accuracy is achieved when solving
the set of equations with noisy measurements [26]. In this paper,
five RPs have been chosen as a good tradeoff solution in order
not to use too many receivers. In regard to the BLC shape, the
idea of having cells with different geometry suitable for the
particularities of the area to be covered was treated in [27].
Some coverage considerations were made in that work as well,
but based only on geometrical aspects. The optimal location of
the RPs in this kind of indoor system, treated by some authors
as in [28] for cameras, is a wide open research area. In this
paper, a symmetrical distribution of the RPs, one in each corner
and one in the center, is proposed. By default, the central RP
is chosen as the main one, but the system can use any of the
others, as explained in the previous paragraph.

A very important question to be taken into account in this
paper is that the precision that is sought for the measured
magnitude is the phase. The precision in phase is directly
related to the corresponding one in distance by a constant factor
Δφ · (C/360f), which is a typical telemeter equation [29], with
Δφ being the phase shift precision in degrees and f being the
frequency. This accuracy is, in turn, demanded by the system in
charge of solving the positioning equations for the MR once a
precision in the MR position is desired.

B. Hardware: The Differential Phase Measurement Module

A measuring structure has already been proposed in [30].
Here, an improved module developed from that one is shown
in Fig. 2, where the different parts have been related to the
blocks depicted in Fig. 1. Only the circuit branches corre-
sponding to the main RP, i.e., RPr, and a generic RPi are
depicted, maintaining the same structure for the rest of RPj

as for RPi. In Fig. 2, the multiplexer has been removed as
it is only an auxiliary component. The emitted signal is an
IMDD-IR signal modulated at a carrier frequency f0, in our
case 4 MHz. This optical signal Si(op), with its carrier flight
phase shift Φi, is collected at each receiver RPi. Every RPi

has a first detection stage with an identical design for all of
them, which is implemented in the sensor. This stage includes
the detection device and a basic transimpedance amplifier for
optical-to-electrical conversion so that a voltage signal Vi is
obtained. All the rest of the hw is implemented at the CIN.
The second stage is designed for signal conditioning, built
with a high bandwidth operational amplifier followed by a
wideband bandpass filter. The main reference branch includes
a tracking stage, an RT stage in the figure, which comprises a
phase-locked loop (PLL) for clean signal recovery and a local
oscillator LO that generates two low-frequency I–Q signals VL

and VQ, with ±1 amplitude levels and a 32-kHz frequency. In
Fig. 2, the phase shift Φir is the relative DPOA between the
signals at PRi and PRr, i.e., Φir = Φi − Φr. The third stage
is a low-frequency conversion stage, where the signal Vi is
shifted down to fL (8 kHz), using the signal VrL shown in
the figure, keeping the relative DPOA Φir unaltered. The signal
VrL is generated in the upper single-side-band (USSB) block,
removing the lower band in its frequency spectrum. Therefore,
only the right-side contributions, given by the odd harmonics
of fL, aside from each odd harmonic of f0, are present. This
is extremely important, as otherwise, the phase information,
which is contained in one of the two final dc signals would
be removed by cross cancellation between the upper and lower
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Fig. 2. Hardware diagram.

bands. The USSB block is a standard structure for this purpose
[31]. In this block, VL is frequency divided by four, and VI

and VQ are generated at the 8-kHz frequency fL. These two
signals are necessary for lower band suppression in the USSB
module and are to be used further in the I–Q demodulating
block as well. Finally, the two dc signals SI

dc and SQ
dc are

obtained from this I–Q demodulation structure, at the output
of the fourth stage. From these dc signals, the original DPOA
corresponding to the phase shift between Sr(op) and Si(op),
i.e., Φir, is computed at the fifth stage and implemented on
the PC, where an arctan function is carried out. Finally, the
set of measurements Φir is used to calculate the position
of the MR, i.e., (XYZ)MR, using trilateration techniques, as
mentioned earlier.

III. RADIOMETRIC MODEL OF THE FIRST SEGMENT

The first segment of the whole model includes the emitter
device, the aerial wireless link, the detecting device, and the
elemental electronic circuit for optical-to-electrical signal con-
version, consisting of a current-to-voltage converter, hereafter
referred to as the i–v converter. The emitting block is com-
posed of a stable and precise voltage-controlled crystal oscila-
tor (VCXO) oscillator with a ±100 ppm frequency-precision
circuit driving an IRED. This precision is enough with respect
to its influence on the final precision of the measured phase
shift as other error sources have a greater affect, as has been
proven experimentally. Stability in the emitter is necessary as
in this application it is important to design a very narrow band
output filter for the PLL so that phase noise is reduced as much
as possible in the reference-tracked signal, and any drifts or
frequency jitters in the frequency of the original signal would
make this difficult.

Fig. 3 shows the geometry of emission and detection; the
optical emission pattern is described in terms of the optical
power delivered per solid-angle unit, maintaining rotational
symmetry with respect to the azimuth angle ϕ, therefore, the
emitted power is a function of the observation angle θe, as
shown in the figure. In this paper, the real pattern of the com-
mercial emitter used is introduced in the model by experimental
characterization of the power emitting shape and further curve

Fig. 3. Emission–detection geometry. Emission origin is in the emitting plane
(EP). Detector is placed in the ceiling

fitting so that a nth-order generalized Lambertian pattern is
accurately fitted to the real one. With similar considerations as
in [9], the electrical current rms value at the ith detector, i.e.,
I0i, provided by the photodetector, is

I0i =Ee ·A∗
s

=ρ(λ)·
(

PemxA
∗
s

D2
i

(ue ·ueri)n(−ueri ·uri)Π
(

θri

FOV∗/2

))2

=ρ(λ)·
(

PemxA
∗
s

D2
i

cosn(θei) cos(θri)Π
(

θri

(FOV∗/2)

))2

(1)

where

Π
(

θ

W

)
=

{
1, if θ < W

0, if θ > W

where index i stands for the ith receiver, but only for those
variables that depend on the receiver under consideration, while
the rest of the variables keep the same values for all of them.
Pemx is the peak emitting power, A∗

s and FOV∗ are the effective
sensitive area and the effective FOV of the photodetector, which
will be explained at the end of this paragraph, and ρ(λ) is a
matching factor that includes detector responsivity and emitter
efficiency, both of which depend on the optical wavelength.
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Fig. 4. Transimpedance amplifier to obtain a voltage signal at the ith receiver. Circuit used. (a) Right model. (b) Equivalent model.

Di is the distance between the emitter and the ith detector, and
n is the index of the generalized Lambertian optical emission
pattern fitted to the emitter. The angle θe is the observation
angle, i.e., the angle at which the radiated power is to be
considered. As can be seen in Fig. 3, θe is measured from the
maximum emitting direction that holds for θe = 0◦, whereas
θri is the reception angle at the ith detector, measured from
the detector’s central axis, orthogonal to its surface. For design
purposes, the cosines of the angles are expressed in terms of
scalar products between the unitary orientation vector at the
emitter pointing toward the maximum emission direction ue,
the unitary orientation vector at the receiver pointing in the
direction of the central axis ur , and the unitary vector in the
emitter–detector direction uer. The expression in the third
term of (1) is the form in which it is actually managed in the
programmed model. The expression in the fourth term of (1)
is written for a more user-friendly geometrical visualization.
The square-window function

∏
(θ) of the reception angle takes

into account the fact that there is no energy received beyond
FOV∗ (this term in the expression is correct considering that
the FOV∗ is bigger than the emitting angle, which is the case in
our system). A line-of-sight (LOS) IR link has been considered
for the model. Some authors have proposed models for the IR
wireless channel in indoor environments, taking into account
secondary multipath contributions. Some attempts at modeling
it as an environment-dependent low-pass filter have been made
[32], [33] as well. In [34], the same study is focused on indoor
RF systems for geolocation with TOAs. As can be seen in [35],
corners are the critical areas when working with one single
emitter, but at a distance of about 60 cm from the corners,
the effects of second contributions are unappreciable for a
room with a common surface. In our setup, in the corners, a
distance of 70 cm to the walls is kept uncovered by the BLC,
and measurements ascertain the nonappreciable influence of
secondary contributions. Hence, the channel transfer function
only affects the signal by a TOA delay, and an attenuation
coefficient with value cosn(θei)D−2

i .
As we have said, A∗

S is not the sensitive area of the pho-
todetector itself, but is the effective area, including the effects
of the optical arrangement fitted to improve the SNR. The
effects of the optical elements have been modeled as well so
that they can be included and managed in the whole model.
In this case, A∗

S is an improved detection area, obtained by
an optical set in which the original detector with area AS ,
is placed out of focus, at a distance of s′ from a convergent

lens of focal distance f ′. The FOV is also affected by this
arrangement so that FOV∗ is considered instead. Taking into
account considerations of geometrical optics [36], the following
expressions can be deduced for both effective parameters:

A∗
S =

1
β2

AS FOV∗ = arctan
L · f ′ + Rl(f ′ − s′)
(f ′)2 − (f ′ − s′) · f ′

with

β =
s′

s
; s =

f ′s′

f ′ − s′
(2)

where L is the size of the square-shaped detector, and Rl is the
lens radius. The factor β < 1, is obtained from the equivalent
distance s in the object space between the equivalent detection
plane and the lens plane.

The circuit for optical-to-electrical conversion, as shown
in Fig. 4(a), is the i–v converter already mentioned. It is a
classical transimpedance stage where the components have,
nevertheless, been carefully chosen to meet propagation time
stability constraints. In Fig. 4(b), the equivalent model of the
circuit is displayed. At its output, frequency-dependent signal
and noise contributions are present.

The feedback impedance zF for i–v conversion is formed by
a resistor RF and a shunt capacitance CF , fitted for response
time stability purposes, as has been mentioned. The impedance
Zni is added at the noninverting terminal for radiated noise
cancellation. CD is the photodiode junction capacitance, CinAO

is the operational input capacitance, and enAO is its equivalent
input noise voltage. A classical analysis of this circuit provides
the expressions for the transfer function of the stage as well
as the noise transfer function and the noise referred to the
output, i.e., referred to output (RTO) noise, which will be
outlined in the following paragraphs. Considering the following
expressions for the circuit:

Ao(jw) =
Avo

1 + jw/wcH
AF (jw) =

RF

1 + A0(jw)
Ce =CT + CF [1 + Ao(jw)] CT = CinAO + CD (3)

where Ao(jw) is the open-loop operational amplifier voltage
gain, and CT is the total input shunt capacitance, i.e., the sum
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Fig. 5. Transfer function spectrum and RTO noise spectrum for the i–v converter. The 3-dB cutoff frequency of Z(jω) corresponds to maximum time-delay
stability.

of CinAO and CD. The ideal noncorrupted output voltage signal
delivered by the i–v converter would be

vi(jw) = iD · Z(jw) = iD · Ao(jw)
AF (jw)

1 + jwAF (jw)Ce(jw)
.

(4)
In (4), Z(jw) is the frequency-dependent transimpedance trans-
fer function of the circuit in Fig. 4, ID is the sinusoidal current
whose rms value is given by (1) at frequency f0. On the other
hand, the total output voltage signal vi is corrupted by additive
noise, i.e.,

v∗
i (jw) = vi(jw) + ni(jw) (5)

with vi being the noncorrupted signal given by (4) and ni

the additive Gaussian RTO noise in the i–v converter, with a
non-flat-frequency distribution due to the effect of the
frequency-dependent noise transfer function of the stage. All
noisy contributions nop are statistically uncorrelated, and
hence, the noise power spectral density at the output of the first
stage N0i,f , writing 2πf instead of w, is

N0i,f =
∑

p

n2
ip = (VnAO)2

1 + (2πfRF (CF + CT ))2

1 + (2πfCF RF )2

+
(

4KBT

RF
+ I2

DN + i2nAO

)
R2

F

1 + (2πfCF RF )2
(6)

which is expressed in square volts per hertz. The frequency
dependence of the noise power is explicitly noted by the
subindex f . KB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute
temperature, IDN is the noisy current associated with the de-
tector photocurrent, and inAO is the AO input noise current.
In Fig. 5, the magnitudes of the transfer function Z(jw)
and the first stage filter as well as the RTO noise spectra
are depicted. As the signal is a pure sine signal, the effect

on the input signal is a multiplicative constant given by the
magnitude of Z(jw) and a very stable time delay produced by
the phase shift of this stage, which is automatically removed
when taking the difference of phases between each pair of
receivers. The fact of being stable is of extreme importance
because any random change in time would not be removable.
Hence, CF and RF have been chosen so that the time delay
introduced by the i–v stage maintains the maximum stabil-
ity, either against any temperature drifts or supply voltage
variations.

IV. EFFECTIVE SNR

If the SNR were computed at the output of the i–v converter,
the value obtained would seem to be quite disadvantageous to
any expectations of a good result, as it could well be below
0 dB. In fact, however, after the whole processing stage, sine
signals are narrowly filtered, and the final incident noise power
is lowered enormously. Let us define an effective SNR, denoted
as SNReff , that is computed as the ratio between the power of
the signal at the output of the third stage (stage III in Fig. 2) and
the final total additive noise power at the output of the fourth
stage. This magnitude is the key link in this work to connect-
ing the definition of the positioning areas for the MR in the
coverage map with the estimated precision of the differential
phase, as will be explained in Sections V and VI. This SNReff

is defined at this point because it is the last before the sine
carriers are removed in the final I–Q demodulating block. The
SNR defined this way is very suitable for analytical purposes as
its connection with the final phase-measuring estimator is easily
laid out, as shown in Section V. The analytical background for
deducing the expressions of the signals that appear in this paper
can be seen in [37] for a classical I–Q demodulation structure
in a lock-in amplifier. Considering the signal VRT in Fig. 2, and
proceeding as in [37], it can be deduced that the signal at the
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Fig. 6. Final effective-noise spectral power density and effective-noise bandwidth after demodulation. Note that the scale for noise is the right-hand-side axis
starting at a value of 1 · 10−15 V2/Hz.

output of the low-frequency conversion stage can be expressed
in the time domain

v∗
3i =v3i+n3i (7)

v3i =K3i

{ ∞∑
n=0

1
2n+1

[cos (2π(2n+1)fLt+(φir+φ3i+nΦ)

+(2n+1)φL)] (8)

where v3i is the signal of interest, and n3i is the additive noise,
which will be explained further. K3i is the global multiplying
constant after all previous filters or multipliers; it also includes
the amplitude of the original signal received by the detecting
receiver, the amplitude of the output signal of the PLL, i.e.,
VrPLL, and the constants contained in the Fourier series cor-
respond to vI and vQ. The fL parameter is the intermediate low
frequency to which the signal has been demodulated. The term
Φ3i is a deterministic error in phase, removable by calibration,
which comprises all the accumulative phase shifts up to the
third stage introduced by the elements of each previous one,
while nΦ is a random nonremovable phase noise introduced by
the PLL, which is modeled using a linear model of the PLL
proposed by Proakis and Salehi [38]; φL is the phase difference
between the signals VI and VrT shown in Fig. 2. The noisy
contribution n3i is the Gaussian additive noise coming from
the i–v stage, given by (6), with a non-flat-frequency distri-
bution after the filtering and demodulation process followed
up to this point. The final effective-noise equivalent bandwidth
of the whole system BWN is determined by the bandwidth
of the last filter F4, as after the whole demodulation process
the noise spectrum has been shifted down to low frequencies,
with a shift decrement f0 + (2n + 1)fL (for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .).
Thus, the final effective-noise spectrum is obtained from the
original spectrum N0,f , moved to the zero-frequency point,

and the aliases of N0,f shifted to frequency values (2n + 1)fL

weighted by factors 1/(2n + 1), each one due to the harmonics
contained in VrL, all filtered by F4i. In Fig. 6 the final effective-
noise equivalent bandwidth of the whole system BWN and
the noise contribution corresponding to n = 0 are shown. The
SNReff is then obtained as

SNRI
ieff =10 log

(
s3i

N I
i

)
=10 log

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1
2 (K3i)2

∞∑
n=0

1
(2n+1)2

N I
i

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

= 10 log
(

π2/16
N I

i /(K3i)2

)
. (9)

For total noise spectral density power integration, it is perfectly
reasonable to consider a first-order filter with a 3-dB cutoff
frequency at 32 Hz as flat in the frequency range covered by
F4. A comment about the choice of this bandwidth is made at
the end of Section V-A. The total noise power is thus obtained

N I
i = (KN3i)2

(
KI

04i

)2
N∑

n=1

Nn

= (KN3i)2
(
KI

04i

)2
N∑

n=1

+∞∫
−∞

Nn,f (f) |H(f)|2 df

= (KN3i)2
(
KI

04i

)2
BWN

N∑
n=1

ηn

(2n + 1)2
(10)

with

ηn = N0,f |f=f0+2nfL
.
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The constant KN3i is the accumulative noise multiplicative
constant throughout the first three stages, and KI

04i is the
multiplicative constant of only the fourth stage. In (9), the signal
power has been computed as the average power of the sinu-
soidal components of v3i in (7), and Nn represents the aliased
noise power terms corresponding to the noise components
mentioned in previous paragraphs due to the harmonics of the
signal VI in Fig. 2. Identical expressions can be written for the
Q branch, but with the superindex Q instead. It is convenient
to define the normalized noise with respect to KI

4i = K3iK
I
04i

for the I branch (the same definition stands for the Q branch
using KQ

4 ) so that the SNR handled in (9) can be related to
a unity amplitude signal v3i. This definition is also useful for
subsequent analysis, as will be seen. In doing so, SNRieff in
(9) can be written using a compact notation for both I and Q
branches together as

SNRI,Q
ieff = 10 log

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

(π2/8)
(

1
/ (

KI,Q
04i

)2
)

N I,Q
i

/
(K3i)2

(
KI,Q

04i

)2

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

= 10 log

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

(π2/16)
(

1
/ (

KI,Q
04i

)2
)

N I,Q
i

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (11)

where

N I,Q
i =

N I,Q
i

(K3i)2
(
KI,Q

04i

)2 (12)

is the normalized noise power spectral density, with the nor-
malizing factor K3 as explained earlier and with Ni obtained
as stated in (10). In these expressions, only one of the in-
dexes, i.e., I or Q, must be considered for I or Q branches,
respectively. On the other hand, in the time domain, the in-
stantaneous normalized final noise is, in the form that will
appear in the estimator explained in the following sections,
given by

nI,Q
i = nI,Q

i /K4. (13)

V. DIFFERENTIAL PHASE ESTIMATION ANALYSIS

At this point, it is necessary to make some comments con-
cerning the fifth stage (Fig. 2). An expression for the DPOA
has been deduced with this model for a generic pair of RPs
(receivers), where one of them is the common reference and the
other is a generic ith reference. Therefore, an expression Φ̂ir for
the final measurement of the DPOA sought is deduced, and it is
written as

Φ̂ir = arctan

⎛
⎝KI

04

KQ
04

·
sin

(
φir + nφ + φI

4

)
+ nI

K3iKI
04i

π
4

cos
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4

)
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K3iK
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π
4

⎞
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= arctan
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π/4
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4
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+ nQ

π/4

⎞
⎠ (14)

with

φir : true value ΔK =
KI

04 − KQ
04

KQ
04

nI,Q =
nI,Q

K3iK
I,Q
04i

.

(15)

The term ΔK is a gain error due to the unavoidable interbranch
deviation existing between the I and Q paths in the fourth
stage, although identical components are chosen for both on
a monolithic substrate. KI

04i and KQ
04i are the multiplying

constants at the I and Q branches, respectively; the former takes
account of the constants of the multiplier MI

4 and the filter FI
4,

and the latter of MQ
4 and FQ

4 , as shown in Fig. 2. In (14), Φ̂ir

is the estimation of the measured value of the phase shift. The
true value of the DPOA searched is φri. Ideally, if no noise was

present and no hardware real effects were considered, ΔK, nI,

nQ, φI
4, φQ

4 , and nφ would be zero. The phase shift terms φI
4 φQ

4

are the accumulative phase shift errors and may be considered
as a constant phase offset. The phase noise term nΦ comes from
the PLL in the reference branch. Its typical deviation has been
modeled as a function of the SNR in the PLL, as shown in

Section V-A. Normalized noises nI and nQ are the ones defined
in (13) and expressed in (14) in the time domain, with the
distinction made for the two branches I and Q, distinguished
in two terms with indexes I and Q because although they
have different instant values, they have the same Gaussian
statistical distribution, as they have the same total average noise
power integrated in the frequency domain. To quantify the error
in the measurement of the DPOA, the expression in (14) is
pseudoanalytically analyzed by simulation, as explained in the
next point.

A. Effective SNR and Precision

There is an intrinsic relation between the quality of the signal
level against noise, i.e., SNR, and the precision of the estimated
DPOA, which can be studied by analytical simulation of (14),
as mentioned earlier. Therefore, for a certain desired precision
in the estimation of the DPOA, a minimum value of SNR at
every receiver must be reached. The restriction for SNR is not
found directly at the reception stage, but is set for the effective
SNR, i.e., SNReff , which has already been defined, instead. This
is much more suitable because of the direct relation between
SNReff and the noise terms that appear in the final Φ estimator,
as can be seen in (11), (12), and (14). For simulation-aided
analysis of the estimator and finding the empirical restrictions
of SNReff as a function of precision, the programmed algorithm
obeys the procedure shown in the flowchart in Fig. 7. The gain
error ΔK, the SNR in the PLL (SNRPLL), and the effective
SNR (SNReff ) are considered as simulation parameters, each
one swept in a range of values. The analysis is performed for
a range of phase values from 0◦ to 80◦. The error is computed
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Fig. 7. Flowchart of the procedure for SNR-threshold finding, attending to
precision requirements.

as the standard deviation from simulation tests. After a set of
NSIM number of simulations, the error is obtained as

ε(Φri, SNReff ;Δk, SNRPLL)=
√

E
[
(εj(Φri))

2
]

=

√√√√ 1
NSIM

NSIM∑
j=1

(εj(Φri))
2

=

√√√√ 1
NSIM

NSIM∑
j=1

(Φ̂ri,j−Φri)2.

(16)

As a result, as shown in Fig. 8, a set of precision curves (one-
sigma margin) in distance versus phase can be depicted as a
function of SNReff (indicated over the error trace) for different
values of SNRPLL and ΔK (squared legend in the figure).
Therefore, a threshold for the SNReff , i.e., SNReff_TH, can
be fixed to achieve a certain precision, and restrictions for
SNRPLL and ΔK are imposed as well, rendering hardware
design constraints.

As can be observed in Fig. 8, if a precision of 1 cm in the
distance is desired, which corresponds to a phase error in (16)
of 0.048◦, an SNReff of 65 dB is needed. A maximum gain
deviation of 0.1% and a maximum SNRPLL of 40 dB must

be preserved as well. These last two constraints are perfectly
acceptable in the hardware design. Although it is not shown in
the figures, the tests have been made for a value of 0.1◦ for the
phase offsets φI

4 and φQ
4 , which is also acceptable in the design.

This is valid for a range of differential distance measurements
from 0 to 17 m. With these requirements, the accuracy in the
position of the MR, after solving the positioning equations, will
be below 5 cm, as shown in Section VII.

B. Navigation Aspects. MR Movement Constraints

A comment can be made here about the navigation aspects of
the MR. The SNReff has been obtained with an effective 32-Hz-
bandwidth low-pass filter (filters F4, I and Q, in Fig. 2). This
filter is extremely important for the value of SNReff_TH as
the total final SNR depends enormously on its bandwidth.
The value of φir changes linearly with the velocity of the
MR, considering a simple small straight line displacement at
a constant speed while measurement takes place. Knowing that
F4 is a first-order filter, the tracking error of φir obtained at the
output of the filter with respect to the input is computed as the
stationary error reached for a slope input. When the speed of
the MR is 1 m/s, for 1 cm of error due to the MR movement,
the bandwidth of F4 must be 32 Hz or higher. Should the MR
speed be increased by a factor of Kv , the bandwidth of the filter
must be widened by the same proportion, but this would again
affect the output SNR. As the noise power spectrum is flat in
the output-filter bandwidth, the noise power would be worsened
proportionally. Therefore, the output SNR would diminish a
value of 10 log(Kv) dB. Hence, there is a tradeoff between
the velocity of the MR and the precision in the measurement
through the output filter bandwidth.

VI. COVERAGE MAPPING

The process for coverage mapping is an offline process of ex-
treme importance for the correct design of the LPS. It provides
the areas where the MR position is achieved with a certain fixed
precision. With the explanation developed thus far, the areas of
valid coverage for the MR in respect to a certain RP are the
regions in its movement plane where the SNR measured at that
RP is above a fixed threshold level. For a certain electrical noise
level considered at a receiver, the validation of good coverage or
not at a point in the MR movement space depends on the signal
level at that point. Due to the mathematical expression of the
signal obtained at the output of the i–v converter given in (1),
having rotational symmetry, when uri is (0 0 −1), for a single
receiver, the coverage area is therefore circular. The intersection
of the coverage areas of two receivers RPi and RPj is no longer
circular. Fig. 9 illustrates all of this. For every single receiver
to find the area that meets a certain SNR threshold level, it
is necessary to transform the SNReff_TH, already defined in
the previous section, back into signal level at the reception
stage.

Once a certain effective SNR threshold level is fixed for a
certain desired precision, the threshold level for K3 for all the
receivers, from (11), is given in (17), shown at the bottom of
the next page.
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Fig. 8. (a) SNR dependency of phase precision: 45, 55, and 65 dB. (b) Simulation for 60 dB, with a zoomed scale.

Fig. 9. Coverage definition. (a) Area on the detection plane (DP) reached with SNR below SNReff_TH from the emitting plane (EP) (may be smaller than the
area covered geometrically, Sθ max). (b) Areas seen by receivers both RPi and RBj under the criterion of (a) and intersection of both.

Take

N = max
(
N I

i , N
Q
i

)
K04i = max

(
KI

04i,K
Q
04i

)
so that the most conservative values are considered for both I
and Q branches. Note that N is eventually computed for any
generic receiver (i-indexed), as SNR threshold value restric-
tions must be met by any receivers in the BLC, as what happens
for K3_TH, resulting in a threshold value for any K3i. The
constant K3i includes all the multiplying constants throughout
previous stages, and the original amplitude of the received
current signal Ip0i, whose rms value is written in (1). Thus

K3i = Ip0iKZiK02iK03i (18)

where K02i and K03i are the total multiplying constants result-
ing from the second and third stages, respectively (amplifier
A, filter F2, multiplier M3, and filter F3 in Fig. 2) and, KZi is
the constant corresponding to the i–v transimpedance transfer
function, obtained as

KZi = Zi(jw)|w=2πf0 (19)

where Z(jw) is the expression in (3). Finally, the rms current
in (1), generated at the ith photodetector, is restricted by
SNReff_TH and must meet the following restriction:

I0i ≤
1√
2

K3_TH

KZiK02iK03i
= I0i_TH. (20)

K3_TH =K3(SNRTH) =
1
π

√
8 · (KN3i)2(K04i)2N · 10SNReff_TH/10

=
1
π

√√√√8 · (KN3i)2(K04i)22BWNeq

∞∑
n=0

ηn

(2n + 1)4
· 10SNReff_TH/10 (17)
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Fig. 10. Elementary subcell (ck) for valid coverage checking.

The factor
√

2 has been introduced because the rms value of the
current is taken. The threshold value K3_TH is computed as in
(17), and Ioi has the expression shown in (1). The current value
I0I_TH is then the threshold level that the amplitude of the
photocurrent must have to achieve the minimum SNR necessary
to reach the precision desired. Now, as illustrated in Fig. 10, for
the LPS-coverage-mapping design, a basic positioning region
(BPR) for the MR is defined where the coverage map is traced.
It refers to a basic locating cell BLC, already defined, con-
sisting of the minimum number of receivers demanded by the
position-calculating system. The BPR is subdivided into small
elementary subcells Ck, and for each cell, the current-signal
amplitude is checked at every receiver RPi to verify whether
it has a value higher than the threshold level, in which case
the cell is considered to be covered by the receiver, tested or
not. Thus

if I0i,k ≥ I0_TH, then cik = 1

if I0i,k < I0_TH, then cik = 0. (21)

A unique Io_TH has been considered for all receivers. Slight
differences in constants KZi, K02i, and K03i in Fig. 2 will
not be appreciable with regard to coverage radii. I0i,k is the
amplitude of the current signal generated at the ith receiver in
the BLC from the signal that would be emitted from the cell Ck

in the BPR, and the value of cik indicates whether the current
value is over the required threshold level or not. The number of
receivers covering an elementary subcell is the coverage index
(CI) in that subcell so that a minimum CI is defined in the
system for a navigation region not to be considered as a dead
zone. The CI at Ck, i.e., CIk, is therefore computed as follows:

CIk =
N∑

i=1

cik (22)

with N receivers in a BLC and computing cik as explained in
(21). The coverage map for the BPR is built by representing the
CIk value for every Ck. Some maps for real configurations of
the whole system are shown in Section VII.

VII. RESULTS

In this section, a set of results is presented to show the
performance of the developed model. First, it is used to study

the coverage areas when any parameter in the model is changed,
although only some of them are discussed here, is analyzed;
its utility to set the size of cells to cover a real environment
is also shown. Afterward, some real tests are also shown to
ascertain the validity of the method. For both the simulation
cells generated in the first part as well as for the real-tests
cell in the latter, the main RP is the one placed in the center
of the BLC. The whole configuration is structured in four
configuration blocks, as can be seen in Table I, where, for this
set of results, they are fixed to the nominal values shown in
the table. The most relevant parameters that the model uses are
displayed in the table. All the resulting coverage maps shown in
this section are formed by areas in the robot BPR in which the
differential phase shift is measured with 0.05◦ precision, which,
in turn, corresponds to a 1-cm differential distance precision
(one-sigma interval). As can be seen in the table, the detector
device is the NT54-520, whose features also appear in that
table. In Fig. 11, there is, nevertheless, a previous comparison
between the coverage areas generated with the NT54-520, as
well as with the AEPX65, whose features are given as follows:
responsivity 0.55 A/W; FOV ± 60◦; CD 6 pF; and As 0.5 mm2.
The BLC for both is a 2-m square cell. Here, there is a
tradeoff between the much higher sensitive area of the NT54
and its higher junction capacitance. The former detector would
improve the energy collected at the photodetector, but it implies
worse propagation time stability. Moreover, despite the more
energy collected, it could also worsen the integrated total noise
as its spectral density depends on this capacitance, as shown
in (6). However, in this case, the NT54 is a better device for
achieving larger coverage areas.

The effect of a larger sensitive area, i.e., 9 mm2, is depicted
in Fig. 12(b); the photocurrent amplitude in (1) gets higher
proportionally to As, and the threshold level for that current
is then reached in more locations of the BPC, as the SNReff

is eventually more favorable despite the effects on the noise
power that the larger capacitance could cause. This effect can
be achieved, either by working with a larger detector or by
attaching an optical arrangement producing an equivalent larger
effective area.

The first solution is not always possible, in fact, choosing
the device is one of the most critical steps in the development
of the system; larger devices bring together serious drawbacks
such as a higher CD and, hence, less response time stability.
An optical arrangement is a good tradeoff solution, used in
this work, but it also has its limitations, such as a possible
worsening FOV. The effect of changing some parameters in
the optical arrangement is shown in Fig. 12(c), where using a
25-mm-focal-distance lens, i.e., f ′, and an out-of-focus 15-mm
separation, i.e., s′, between the lens and the photodetector
would generate larger coverage areas (nominal values are f ′ =
30 mm and s′ = 20 mm). Working with a less focal-distance
lens would enable larger areas again, but it becomes much more
difficult and expensive to achieve. As a real application, a real
public building has been considered for coverage mapping. A
map of the corner of the building is shown in Fig. 13(b), with
the measurements in meters.

Connecting the MR positioning issue to navigation aspects, a
possible trajectory is drawn from a starting point to a finishing
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TABLE I
MODEL PARAMETER CONFIGURATION VALUES. NOMINAL CONFIGURATION

Fig. 11. Comparison between coverage areas with two detectors. A 2-m-side square-shaped BLC (2-m separation between RPs) with a receiver in the center is
considered for both. Detectors: (a) AEPX and (b) NT54.

point (circled points S and E in the figure, respectively),
passing through the intermediate points 1, 2, and 3 (also circled
in the figure). In Fig. 14, four different BDCs are depicted that
have been generated to cover the area of the building where the
trajectory is, while in Fig. 15, the coverage inside the building
is carried out. In the large square-shaped corner, the trajectory
goes from point S to 1, the BDC is the 3-m square one, as
shown in Fig. 14, which is larger than the others depicted in the
same figure and is also applied to cover a larger BPC. There is a

tradeoff between exhaustive coverage and the number of BLCs
and, therefore, the number of receivers. In this case, as shown
in Fig. 15(a), there are several points along the MR trajectory
under the maximum CI, i.e., 5, with the rest of the path under a
CI of 4, it is, nevertheless, possible for the MR to be positioned,
although with a higher error. In both the link between points 1
and 2 of the trajectory and the corridor between points 3 and E,
a rectangular cell with dimensions 1.2 × 3 m, as shown in
Fig. 14(c), is situated. The CI is indicated in the figure showing
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Fig. 12. (a) BPC with 2.5-m side (separation between RPs) for the NT54. (b) Effect of a larger sensitive area, As = 9 mm2 on the same cell. (c) Effect of a lens
focal distance of 25 mm and out-of-focus 15-mm separation.

Fig. 13. (a) Public building (Sup-Eng. School) and the corner to be covered. (b) Corner map and MR trajectory from point S to E, through points 1, 2, and 3.

Fig. 14. Cells for covering the selected area. Numbers indicate the coverage index. Cells for (a) large square corner, link between points E and 1, (b) link
between points 1 and 2 and between 2 and 3 of the trajectory, (c) corridor, link between points 3 and E (c), and (d) square-shaped end of the corridor.

certain areas with CI = 3; in any case, in a straight corridor,
it is possible to have nonsupervised navigation along a longer
path.For points 2 and 3 in the trajectory, a 2.4-m square cell has
been designed to fit the width of the corridor, as depicted in
Fig. 14(b). In this case, the whole segment crosses the
maximum-coverage areas. Finally, at the end of the corridor, a
square room is covered with the cell shown in Fig. 14(d), which
is designed with specific dimensions for this area as well.

A. Real Tests

In Fig. 16(a), the circuit board designed specifically for the
receiver is shown. It has been designed to take special care
of the noise considerations explained in Section II, as the first
stage is the nosiest stage in the system. After the demodulation
stage, for every differential measurement, two dc signals like
the ones shown in Fig. 16(b) are ready in the PC to obtain
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Fig. 15. Covered areas suitable for robot positioning and navigation. Trajectory is divided into segments between the starting point S and the finishing point E.

Fig. 16. (a) Sensor printing circuit board (PCB) and specific case for it, prepared to attach an optic element; final dc signals. (b) Average values are close to true
values with great accuracy after calibration (first 100 samples). Additive noise is present, increasing with distance and affecting an individual sample as shown.

Fig. 17. Grid test for method validation and table of results.

the DPOA and compute the position. In that signal trace, time
scale does not fit real-time performance constraints as the image
corresponds to real signals but in laboratory experiments for
further signal processing (averaging, dispersion calculations,
stability analysis, and so forth). Actually, the system performs
acquisition in a few milliseconds.

The first validation measurements have been taken on a test
grid in a cell with the dimensions of the one labeled as (d)
in Fig. 14 because the system itself is being developed in the

squared area at the end of the trajectory considered in Fig. 13,
where this cell suits. This grid test is shown in Fig. 17, where
only the positions in the bottom-left sector are labeled and
discussed, as long as the rest of the sectors of the grid test keep
symmetry with respect to the one under consideration. In the
table to the side, the standard deviation values of the differential
distances calculated from the DPOA measurements for every
labeled position can be seen (the intervals shown take into
account different measurement sessions). The CIs predicted by
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the model and the one assigned from the measurements are
depicted as well in that table for comparison. Note that the
SNReff defined in this paper is a threshold value at each tested
position for all the RPs, given by the one receiving the lowest
signal level from the MR. In the sector under analysis in the
figure, this worst signal RP is RP3. Thus, the σ-values shown
correspond to the measurements between the main RP and RP3.
The main RP in this test is the central one, i.e., RP5. Note
that the main RP presents no additive noise problems as its
signal is cleaned by a PLL (as long as it has a minimum signal
level, enough for the PLL to track properly), transforming its
additive amplitude noise into phase noise; nevertheless, this
noise is well inside the margin needed for the desired precision,
as explained in Section V-A. As can be seen, although the points
P5 and P9 are placed in the four-index coverage area from
the measurements, they are predicted to be in the five-index
one. Nevertheless, these points belong to the edge of the area,
hence, the predicted cell and the modeled one are still quite
close. Point P4 also mismatches, as it is placed outside the area
with index 4, although it was predicted to be inside that area,
but again, it is a border point. However, it would be of great
interest to improve the accuracy of the definition of the areas
under the coverage of four RPs, as four of them could be used
to estimate a position, although less accurately than if five RPs
were used. A reason for the little mismatch between both cells
is that the transmitter is delivering slightly lower power than it
theoretically should, due to small PCB artifacts. An enhanced
version is currently in progress and promises improved results.
With the results thus far, the cell under real test is acceptably
close to the theoretical one. On the theoretical side, future
work should focus on studying other possible estimators from
the observations (i.e., the dc signals measurement) and, on the
practical side, should extend measurements to other cells with
different shapes.

In our system, the differential ranges measured are used to
solve the positioning set of equations in the computer. With this
purpose, a nonlinear least squares (NLLS) estimation, plus a
Gauss–Newton iteration method for solving the NLLS resulting
optimization equation, has been implemented in the PC. The er-
ror in the position obtained, which is considered as the distance
between the estimated position and the true one, has been also
shown in the table in Fig. 17 as an average from all the tests.

The NLLS estimator performs for unbiased random vari-
ables. Hence, a high noncorrected bias error, coming, for in-
stance, from an error in the position of the RPs, would affect
the interpretation of the results and lead to wrong conclusions.
In our case, the position of the location RPs can be known
with an acceptable accuracy (a few millimeters), and it does
not severely affect the precision in the MR position; this is
ascertained by the solution obtained from real measurements.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A global methodology for connecting instrumentation as-
pects to navigation issues, such as generating a coverage map
for an MR in an IS, has been shown. Precision constraints have
been related to SNR restrictions by means of a measurement
estimator and by translating the effective SNR back to the SNR

at each receiver, also locating RPs in our system. The coverage
shown is quite exhaustive, but more separated coverage cells
could be used if the MR was able to navigate longer distances
unsupervised, using odometry.

The system has been accurately fitted so that for a precision
of about 1 cm in distance measurement, an effective SNR of
65 dB is needed at the last stage of the electronic block, filtering
signal and noise with an effective low-pass narrow-bandwidth
filter, with a 100-Hz 3-dB cutoff frequency; the SNR at the re-
ception stage is much lower. With this SNR threshold detection
cells, consisting of five detecting RPs, with side dimensions
of around 2 m are achieved. With this cell, the MR position
can be known with an accuracy between 1.5 and 5 cm, which
is completely acceptable for mobile-robotics applications. A
1-m/s linear velocity for the MR has been considered as a
constraint; it can be increased, although it may worsen SNR.
It is not easy to improve on these constraints because of the
strong tradeoff between all the parameters involved: opening
the angle of the emitter to reach wider areas implies less
signal level at the detector; choosing a larger detector device
to collect more energy also carries worse propagation time
(larger and less stable) of the detecting stage; and finally, any
optical arrangement also has a severe tradeoff between FOV
and power-level collection.

It has been shown how the model is able to help in designing
a system with better performance through simulation, taking
into account all the elements integrating the system. Any other
parameter of the model can be tuned like the ones shown to
evaluate its effect on the coverage areas. The feasibility of
the LPS designed according to the method developed has also
been tested satisfactorily. The model can easily be improved if
the system becomes more complex, and the methodology can
be applied to other systems of this nature, even if they have
different measuring hardware. The first measurements made to
ascertain the validity of the model, performed on one of the cells
modeled are quite promising and favor improving the method
and going further into the measurements so that a model as
close to reality as possible can be achieved and used as a good
design tool in further development.
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